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In this Part III to this newsletter, we will cover the details of pseudonymously processed information.  Please refer to Part I for a 
general introduction of the proposed amendment to the ministerial ordinances of the Act on the Protection of Personal Information 
(“APPI”)1 and Part II for an overview of the data breach notification in the case of Data Breach Incidents2.  *The amendment to the 
ministerial ordinances of the APPI was finalized and published on March 24, 2021.  There are no changes from the proposal. 
 
The 2020 Amendment introduced the concept of “pseudonymously processed information” (kamei kakou jouhou) which means personal 
information that has been processed in a manner ensuring that the information can no longer identify an individual without additional 
information.  Under the APPI, if information constitutes personal information, a business operator must uniformly comply with all 
obligations set forth in the APPI, such as the limitation on use of personal information and the obligation to respond to the exercise of 
data subjects’ rights.  The 2020 Amendment, however, imposes less restrictive obligations on a business operator when personal 
information becomes pseudonymously processed information, aimed at encouraging innovation through the creation of new types of 
personal information.  The restriction on altering a utilization purpose, the duty to give notice of data breaches, and the obligation to 
respond to the exercise of data subjects’ rights do not apply to pseudonymously processed information. 
 
In order to minimize data privacy risk arising from data breaches and the exercise of data subjects’ rights, the concept of 
pseudonymously processed information would be useful.  However, please note that you should make pseudonymously processed 
information based on a certain standard and publicize the purpose of use of such pseudonymously processed information in order to 
benefit from it. 
 
                                                             
1  https://www.nishimura.com/en/newsletters/data_protection_210303.html 
2  https://www.nishimura.com/en/newsletters/data_protection_210309.html 
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The proposal of the Enforcement Rules elaborates on standards for the methods of producing pseudonymously processed information.  
Under the proposal, those standards are: 
 deleting a whole or part of those descriptions etc. which can identify a specific individual contained in personal information 

(including replacing such descriptions etc. with other descriptions etc. using a method with no regularity that can restore the 
whole or part of descriptions etc.); 

 deleting all individual identification codes contained in personal information (including replacing such codes with other 
descriptions etc. using a method with no regularity that can restore the individual identification codes); or 

 deleting descriptions etc. contained in personal information that are likely to cause proprietary damage when used improperly 
(including replacing those descriptions etc. with other descriptions etc. using a method with no regularity that can restore the 
replaced descriptions etc.). 

 
In order to prevent infringement of rights and interests of an individual due to leakage of deleted or other information relating to 
pseudonymously processed information (“deleted information etc.”), the proposal introduces the following standards for the security 
control measure concerning deleted information etc.: 
 
 defining clearly the authority and responsibility of a person handling deleted information etc.; 
 establishing rules and procedures on the handling of deleted information etc., handling appropriately deleted information etc. in 

accordance with the rules and procedures, evaluating the handling situation, and based on such evaluation results, taking necessary 
measure to seek improvement; and 

 taking necessary and appropriate measure to prevent a person with no legitimate authority from handling deleted information etc. 
 
The guidelines will likely provide examples for both the above standards for the methods of producing pseudonymously processed 
information and the standards for the security control measure concerning deleted information etc. 
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